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Precedence is Pathological: The Problem of
Alphabetical Sorting
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1. Introduction

This paper presents two results on the computational expressivity of parallel Optimality Theory (OT)
and Harmonic Serialism (HS) (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy, 2000) and their sensitivities
to different types of markedness constraints. The computational expressivity of a model refers to the
complexity of the functions it can compute. Phonological transformations, i.e. functions that map
underlying representations onto surface forms, are computationally REGULAR (Johnson, 1972; Kaplan
& Kay, 1994), meaning they are only as expressive as FINITE STATE TRANSDUCERS (FST). Models of
phonology need to be expressive enough to model regular relations, and should be restrictive enough, so
that they cannot model more complex functions. This is not the case for OT, which has been shown to
model processes more expressive than the regular relations (Eisner, 1997, 2000; Frank & Satta, 1998).

While OT is known to be too computationally expressive, the extent of its expressivity is not known
(Heinz, 2018), and the expressivity of HS has only recently been studied (Hao, 2017, 2018). This paper
demonstrates that both OT and HS are capable of modeling alphabetical sorting, a process so complex
that it requires the use of a TURING MACHINE. Turing Machines are far more expressive than FSTs, and
are able to model any function that a computer program can model (Hopcroft et al., 2008). Crucially, this
extraordinary expressivity is achieved not with extraordinary means, but rather with standard types of
markedness constraints, termed here local and global. Local constraints penalize substrings of a certain
length; a common example being AGREE(PLACE), which assigns violations to contiguous pairs of
segments with different specifications of the feature [place]. Global constraints penalize subsequences of
a certain length; a common example being *[+lateral]. . . [+lateral], which assigns violations to possibly
non-contiguous pairs of laterals. These are discussed in detail in §2. This paper shows that whereas OT
can model alphabetical sorting with both local and global constraints, HS can only model alphabetical
sorting with global constraints. HS displays a dramatic sensitivity to the type of markedness constraint
used, and cannot model alphabetical sorting with local constraints.

The main result of this paper is that both OT and HS severely overgenerate. Phonological models
need only be as expressive as FSTs, but OT and HS can model far more expressive functions. However,
the secondary result is that whether HS overgenerates in this way crucially depends on the type of
markedness constraint used. In this particular test case, HS is only able to model alphabetical sorting
with global markedness constraints. This suggests that there may be a variant of HS that is restricted to
modeling regular relations, making it a promising model to study from a computational perspective. A
general argument is beyond the scope of this paper; for now, I hypothesize that CON does not contain
global markedness constraints. This removes alphabetical sorting from HS and is supported by the
hypothesis that all phonological interactions involve nodes that are adjacent on some tier (Odden, 1994).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines alphabetical sorting and provides
formal background on the types of markedness constraints under investigation. Section 3 presents the
implementations of alphabetical sorting in OT and HS. Section 4 concludes.
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2. What alphabetical sorting is and why it is pathological

This section provides formal background on local and global markedness constraints. But first, it is
important to define the pathology under investigation. Alphabetical sorting is the process of reordering
a finite list of objects according to a prescribed order; this is a well-studied problem for which numerous
algorithms have been developed (Knuth, 1973). In this paper, the lists to be sorted are strings made of
letters from the Latin alphabet. For example, an input 7/phonology/ is not in-order, as, for example, p
comes after h in the alphabet, and, after sorting, is transformed to the in-order output 3[ghlnooopy].
There are two distinct but interrelated aspects of alphabetical sorting: the language, the set of strings
whose letters are in alphabetical order, and the map, the function that transforms inputs into alphabetized
outputs. While the language is computationally simple, having the same expressivity as most phonotactic
patterns (Heinz, 2018), the map is pathologically complex, requiring the power of a Turing Machine.

Viewing sorting as a function, the language is its range, or the set of legal strings. This is exactly
the set of strings whose letters are in alphabetical order; these can be thought of as phonotactically well-
formed. For example, the language contains the string 3[aegilops], where the letters are in alphabetical
order, but does not contain the string 7[spoonfeed], where the letters are in reverse alphabetical order.
Just like all attested phonotactic generalizations, the language is regular: the set of all legal strings is gen-
erated by the REGULAR EXPRESSION a∗b∗c∗d∗e∗f∗g∗h∗i∗j∗k∗l∗m∗n∗o∗p∗q∗r∗s∗t∗u∗v∗w∗x∗y∗z∗.

Not only is the alphabetical language regular, but it belongs to the same subregular classes that
most phonotactic patterns belong to (Heinz, 2018). Specifically, the language can be expressed as a
CONJUNCTION OF NEGATIVE LITERALS, a finite list of banned substructures (Rogers et al., 2013), all
of length 2: (¬ba)∧ (¬ca)∧ (¬cb)∧ . . .∧ (¬zx)∧ (¬zy). Literals refer to substructures that are defined
by one of two ordering parameters: successor or precedence relations. Successor relations define literals
as substrings; using them defines the alphabetical language as the set of strings that do not contain the
banned substrings {ba, ca, cb, . . .}. That approach bans 7[spoon] because it contains the out-of-order
substrings {sp, po, on}. Precedence relations define literals as subsequences; using them defines the
alphabetical language as the set of strings that do not contain the banned subsequences {b . . . a, c . . . a,
c . . . b, . . . }. That approach bans 7[spoon] because it contains the out-of-order subsequences {s . . . p,
s . . . o, s . . . n, p . . . o, p . . . n, o . . . n}. The choice of successor or precedence relations does not matter
in defining the language. However, after formalizing the banned substructures as markedness constraints
(§3), this choice crucially affects HS, which can only model sorting when precedence relations are used.

Not only can the alphabetical language be defined in terms of the same types of substructures as
phonotactics, but also there are attested patterns that impose set orders on substrings and subsequences.
For example, Bayso allows /n/ + coronal obstruent clusters, but the reverse undergo metathesis (Garrett &
Blevins, 2009): /wod-ne/→ [wonde] *[wodne] ‘we drove’ 7[dn] 3[nd]. In Sarcee, [−anterior] sibilants
can precede [+anterior] sibilants, but the reverse undergo harmony (Cook, 1979; Heinz, 2010): /si-tSiz-
aP/→ [ŚıtŚıdzà] *[śıtśıdzà] ‘my duck’ 7[s. . . S] 3[S. . . s]. This reinforces the notion that the language is
anything but pathological. It is both computationally simple and empirically grounded.

In contrast to the language, the map is far more complex. The map is the function between inputs
and outputs, or the actual process of sorting. Computationally, it is the map that is pathological, as it
cannot be modeled by an FST. I do not provide a formal proof here, just the intuition: sorting requires
infinite memory and FSTs can only remember a finite number of things. Suppose we have an input with
some number m of a’s and some number n of b’s, all shuffled up. This should be mapped onto the output
ambn. As the FST reads the input, it can safely write all the a’s it reads directly to the output, but it has
to wait to start writing the b’s. The FST only gets one pass through the input, so it has to remember
exactly how many b’s there are in order to write the correct number to the output. Because we cannot
know in advance how many b’s there are, this requires counting arbitrarily high, which is beyond the
capacity of FSTs. Because alphabetical sorting cannot be modeled by an FST, it is not a regular relation,
and therefore requires more computational power than any phonological transformation.

As a reviewer points out, the attested phonotactic patterns I draw comparison to are different in
that they state ordering preferences over single features, not entire inventories. This is true, but as
noted above, even if sorting is restricted to 2 segments, it still exceeds the expressivity of FSTs and is
pathological. The main result of this paper could equally be made with a hypothetical variant of Sarcee
where sibilants are reordered rather than undergoing harmony.



3. How to model alphabetical sorting in OT & HS

As Section 2 laid out, the alphabetical language can be defined either by banning out-of-order
substrings or out-of-order subsequences. These two approaches can be formalized in OT and HS as the
markedness constraints (1) and (2) below, respectively. *BA assigns violations to out-of-order substrings,
and *B. . . A assigns violations to out-of-order subsequences. The inequality notation indicates relative
order in the alphabet, e.g., p is higher in the alphabet than h, which is expressed by the inequality p > h.

(1) *BA Assign one violation for every substring Y X where Y > X (local)

(2) *B. . . A Assign one violation for every subsequence Y . . .X where Y > X (global)

As defined in (1-2), each markedness constraint ranges over every out-of-order pair of segments.
These can also be replaced with families of constraints that penalize specific ordered pairs. For example,
*BA could be replaced with *ba, *ca, *cb, and so on. Because the relative ranking between such atomic
constraints would be irrelevant for alphabetical sorting, the cover constraints are used for succinctness.

The terms local and global markedness are used to refer to how segments can interact in defining
loci of violation. With the local markedness constraint *BA, segments only interact with their immediate
neighbors, and any given segment can define at most 2 loci: one with the adjacent segment to its left,
and one with the adjacent segment to its right. For example, in the out-of-order 7[spoon], the p defines
two loci of violation of *BA: sp and po. In contrast, with the global markedness constraint *B. . . A, all
segments interact with each other, and any given segment can define as many loci of violation as there
are other segments in the string: one with each preceding and following segment. The p in 7[spoon]
defines four loci of violation of *B. . . A: s . . . p, p . . . o (one for each o), and p . . . n.

Alphabetical sorting involves reordering segments, so these constraints must dominate a faithfulness
constraint that penalizes metathesis. This paper adopts the constraint LINEARITY, which assigns
violations for subsequences in the input whose correspondents in the output are in a different order
(McCarthy & Prince, 1995). The locally defined CONTIGUITY family (Heinz, 2005) can also be used.
This choice of faithfulness constraint will only decide between candidates that satisfy the markedness
constraints, and so is irrelevant for our purposes. Because the markedness constraints can also be satisfied
by changing or deleting segments, IDENT and MAX are assumed to be ranked high enough to make
metathesis the only possible repair.

3.1. Alphabetical sorting in parallel Optimality Theory

OT can model sorting with both local and global markedness constraints. Tableaux (3-4) illustrate
the out-of-order input /bba/ being mapped onto the in-order output [abb] with local and global
markedness, respectively. Underlining indicates which segments have been reordered in candidates.
Candidates where a b comes before the a violate the markedness constraints, because they contain out-
of-order substrings or subsequences. These candidates lose to the alphabetized candidate [abb], which
satisfies the markedness constraints, and is chosen as optimal.1

(3) /bba/→ [abb] (local markedness)
/bba/ *BA LINEARITY

a. bba W 1 L
b. bba W 1 L 1
c. bab W 1 L 1

→ d. abb 2

(4) /bba/→ [abb] (global markedness)
/bba/ *B. . . A LINEARITY

a. bba W 2 L
b. bba W 2 L 1
c. bab W 1 L 1

→ d. abb 2

In OT, GEN is unrestricted, and produces a candidate set that includes every permutation of the
segments in the input. Those candidates whose segments are in alphabetical order satisfy the markedness
constraints, and are preferred over candidates that do not. In general then, with either local or global
markedness constraints in this ranking, OT always maps inputs onto an alphabetized output.
1 To be precise, there are two alphabetized candidates, which input-output correspondence distinguishes: [ab1b2]
and [ab2b1]. The optimal alphabetized candidate is the one that incurs the fewest violations of LINEARITY. For
space, these tableaux do not show every logically possible candidate.



3.2. Alphabetical sorting with global markedness in Harmonic Serialism

In HS, GEN is restricted to only producing candidates that differ from the input via the application
of at most one unfaithful operation; I assume local metathesis, i.e. reordering a substring of length 2, is
among those operations (cf. Takahashi (2018)). Tableaux (5-6) show the first two steps of the derivation
mapping /bba/ onto [abb] with global markedness. In the first step (5), the fully faithful candidate
contains two out-of-order subsequences b . . . a, and loses to the candidate [bab], where the a has moved
to the left, removing one b . . . a subsequence. This candidate serves as the input to the next step of the
derivation (6), where it loses to the candidate [abb], where the a moves once again, fully satisfying the
markedness constraint. The derivation converges in the next step on the alphabetized output [abb].

(5) /bba/→ [abb]: Step 1 (global markedness)
/bba/ *B. . . A LINEARITY

a. bba W 2 L
b. bba W 2 1

→ c. bab 1 1

(6) /bba/→ [abb]: Step 2 (global markedness)
/bab/ *B. . . A LINEARITY

a. bab W 1 L
→ b. abb 1

c. bba W 2 1

As these tableaux illustrate, each application of metathesis improves on *B. . . A until the derivation
converges on the alphabetized output. This is always the case with global markedness. To see why,
consider an abstract input /LY XR/ mapping onto the output [LXY R], where Y X is out-of-order
(Y > X), and L and R are some left and right contexts that may be segments or longer strings. The
subsequences of /LY XR/ are the set {L . . . Y , L . . .X , L . . . R, Y . . .X , Y . . . R, X . . . R}: L precedes
everything, R follows everything, and Y precedes X . Reordering Y and X gives the string [LXY R],
whose subsequences are the set {L . . . Y , L . . .X , L . . . R, X . . . Y , Y . . . R, X . . . R}. In this string, L
still precedes everything and R still follows everything; no subsequences involving L or R have changed.
The only difference is that X now precedes Y : the subsequence Y . . .X has been replaced with X . . . Y .
Because Y is higher in the alphabet than X , this change removes one out-of-order subsequence, and
with it, one violation of *B. . . A. It follows that reordering out-of-order substrings always improves on
*B. . . A, and faithful candidates with out-of-order substrings will always lose to unfaithful candidates. A
series of local swaps is guaranteed to eventually alphabetize the input; this is a known sorting algorithm
called Bubble Sort (Knuth, 1973). With global markedness constraints, HS therefore maps all inputs
onto alphabetized outputs.

3.3. No alphabetical sorting with local markedness in Harmonic Serialism

Unlike OT, HS is sensitive to the type of markedness constraint used, and cannot model alphabetical
sorting with local markedness. Local markedness behaves differently exactly because it evaluates
substrings, not subsequences. Consider again the abstract input /LY XR/ mapping onto the output
[LXY R], where Y X is out-of-order (Y > X). While this change only affects one subsequence,
replacing Y . . .X with X . . . Y , it affects multiple substrings. The substrings of length 2 of /LY XR/
are the set {LY , Y X , XR}, and the substrings of [LXY R] are the set {LX , XY , Y R}. Reordering
may therefore create new out-of-order substrings, and fail to improve on *BA. This always happens
eventually, and the derivation may converge on an output containing out-of-order segments.

Tableaux (7-8) illustrate this point with derivations that converge in the first step. In (7), every
candidate contains the out-of-order substring ba, violating *BA once. Only the fully faithful candidate
[bba] satisfies LINEARITY, and is chosen as optimal. Similarly, in (8), the fully faithful candidate [cdab]
contains the out-of-order substring da, violating *BA once. The losing unfaithful candidates all contain
two out-of-order substrings, violating *BA twice, in addition to violating LINEARITY.

(7) /bba/→ [bba]: Step 1 (local markedness)
/bba/ *BA LINEARITY

→ a. bba 1
b. bba 1 W 1
c. bab 1 W 1

(8) /cdab/→ [cdab]: Step 1 (local markedness)
/cdab/ *BA LINEARITY

→ a. cdab 1
b. dcab W 2 W 1
c. cadb W 2 W 1
d. cdba W 2 W 1



Even when reordering segments is possible, it is impossible for a segment to move more than once.
Tableaux (9-10) illustrate a derivation getting stuck with the input /bcba/. In the first step (9), the fully
faithful candidate [bcba] contains more out-of-order substrings than the unfaithful candidates [bbca] and
[bcba], which tie. The tie is arbitrarily broken by choosing [bbca] as the winner; readers can confirm
that choosing [bcab] will yield the same result in the next step. For this string to be alphabetized,
the a has to move leftwards, forcing the c to move a second time: bbca → bbac → babc → [abbc].
This is not possible. The derivation converges in the second step (10), with the fully faithful candidate
harmonically bounding the unfaithful candidates. Although there is not room to fully demonstrate why,
this is the case in general. No segment can ever move more than once with local markedness, echoing
McCarthy’s (2008) argument that ONSET and NOCODA cannot motivate multiple metatheses in HS.

(9) /bcba/→ [bbca]: Step 1 (local markedness)
/bcba/ *BA LINEARITY

a. bcba W 2 L
b. cbba W 2 1

→ c. bbca 1 1
d. bcab 1 1

(10) /bcba/→ [bbca]: Step 2 (local markedness)
/bbca/ *BA LINEARITY

→ a. bbca 1
b. bbca 1 W 1
c. bcba W 2 W 1
d. bbac 1 W 1

With local markedness in HS, metathesis is only possible in a restricted number of environments, and
no segment can move more than once. Derivations may reorder a number of non-overlapping substrings,
but, unless the underlying representation is almost completely alphabetized, will not converge on an
alphabetized output. Depending on how ties are treated, the function this system models is STRICTLY
LOCAL (Chandlee, 2014), and can be modeled by an FST reading the input in a window of a fixed
length. This illustrates the sensitivity of HS to the different types of markedness constraints in this test
case. With global markedness, HS can model alphabetical sorting, but with local markedness, HS is
limited to modeling a subregular function.

4. Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated that both OT and HS can model alphabetical sorting. The expressivity
of these models therefore dramatically exceeds that of Finite State Transducers, which are sufficient for
modeling phonological transformations. While both OT and HS overgenerate, HS displays a sensitivity
to CON that OT lacks. Whereas OT can model alphabetical sorting with both local and global markedness
constraints, HS can only model sorting with global markedness constraints. This suggests that imposing
formal restrictions on both GEN and CON may produce a computationally restrictive model.

In HS, GEN is limited to only producing candidates that differ from the input via the application
of at most one unfaithful operation. This limitation has been argued for on empirical grounds, as it
appropriately restricts the typological predictions HS makes (McCarthy, 2016). As for CON, Heinz
(2018) proposes that all markedness constraints penalize substrings, subsequences, or substrings defined
over some tier, defining a Constraint Definition Language (CDL) in the sense of de Lacy (2011).
These constraint types correspond to the STRICTLY LOCAL (McNaughton & Papert, 1971), STRICTLY
PIECEWISE (Heinz, 2007, 2010; Rogers et al., 2010; Graf, 2017), and TIER-BASED STRICTLY LOCAL
(Heinz et al., 2011) formal languages that phonotactic generalizations have been shown to belong to
(Heinz, 2018). This is an important hypothesis that defines a testable space for investigation. This
paper has demonstrated that markedness constraints defined over subsequences allows HS to model
alphabetical sorting. Eisner (1997, 2000) raises a similar point with respect to the Midpoint Pathology,
which depends on Alignment constraints defined over subsequences. I advocate for investigating a tighter
CDL that excludes markedness constraints defined over subsequences.

The consequences of such a restriction require future research, but defining patterns over subse-
quences may not be empirically necessary. For example, long-distance segmental processes have been
argued to be captured by local constraints defined over tiers (McMullin & Hansson, 2015; McMullin,
2016). Problematically however, HS cannot model iterative harmony with these types of constraints
(Pater et al., 2007), and so the overgeneration problem is replaced with an undergeneration problem. In
these cases, directionally evaluated constraints à la Eisner (2000) seem to be a promising replacement,



and I have ongoing work investigating their use in HS (Lamont, in prep.). It remains to be seen whether
this approach fully generalizes, and whether such a version of HS is computationally restrictive.
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